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Freeing Zane (Barretti Security
Series, Book 4)

Zane doesn&apos;t do relationships and Connor is definitely the kind of guy who does...Criminal
defense attorney Zane Devereaux is on the verge of having everything he&apos;s worked his entire
life for. He&apos;s on track to become his firm&apos;s youngest managing partner and he has
enough money in the bank to ensure he&apos;ll never have to be at the mercy of anyone ever
again. He&apos;s left his past exactly where it belongs and refuses to look back. And he sure as
hell isn&apos;t going to risk a repeat of his former mistakes by letting someone as sweet, sexy and
endearingly vulnerable as Connor Talbot into his life. His bed maybe, but not his life.Connor Talbot
has no regrets about serving his country, even if it did cost him more then he&apos;d imagined. Two
years after an IED took his leg and left him with permanent brain damage, Connor is still struggling
to put his life back together, but he&apos;s managed to find a makeshift family in Seattle that helps
ease the pain of losing his own at a young age. Unfortunately, a string of bad relationships and an
abusive ex have taken their toll on Connor and he&apos;s given up on finding the lifelong partner
he&apos;d always envisioned he&apos;d have. But a chance encounter with a man he has
absolutely nothing in common with except for an intense, white-hot chemistry has him thinking that
maybe a no strings, physical relationship is exactly what&apos;s called for.What begins as two men
meeting each other&apos;s needs between the sheets turns into something neither one was
prepared for but the wounds of the past run deep and both men will have to decide if a future
together will cost them too much or if what they could have together is worth fighting for.Note: This
book contains explicit M/M content and is intended for mature audiencesTrigger Warning: This book
contains references to abuse that may be disturbing for some readers.Although this book is part of a
series, it can be read as a stand-alone. No cliffhangers.Barretti Security SeriesBook 1 - Loving Vin
(M/F)Book 2 - Redeeming Rafe (M/M)Book 3 - Saving Ren (M/M/M)Book 4 - Freeing Zane
(M/M)The Barretti Security Series is a spin-off of The Escort Series and some of the characters from
that series appear in this one so if you want to read the books in order, start with this series:The
Escort SeriesBook 1 - Gabriel&apos;s Rule (M/F) Gabe & RileyBook 2 - Shane&apos;s Fall (M/F)
Shane & SavannahBook 3 - Logan&apos;s Need (M/M) Logan & Dom
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This was a wonderful ending to a hot, sexy and beautiful series. Do I hate that it's over? HELL YES,
but I'm selfish that way. This book hit me emotionally, which tells me it's a great book. SK really took
the time to beautifully express the emotions of both Connor and Zane, two broken souls who were
able to barely keep their heads above water yet find something with each other. Reading the
constant struggles with these two men was hard to read and there were a few times that I felt myself
with stinging eyes and a fast heartbeat. Connor and Zane were so hot together, yet also very loving
and respectful. The HEA of Connor and Zane was unexpected but fantastic and I found myself
cheering! SK also did a fantastic job in the end wrapping everything up with all of the characters
(unfortunately that means it's really over....). I absolutely loved this series, as well as the Escort
Series (Logan and Dom's story is my absolute favorite). These books were so well written, every
time the next book came out, I would read them again from the beginning before reading the latest
book just so I could re-acquaint myself with all of the characters again. Yes, SK stays in my TBR
again queue. Thank you SK for keeping me well entertained and for letting me into these fictional
lives. I can't wait to see what you write next!

I've enjoyed all the M/M stories in both of the series with Logan and the Barretti family and friends.
This was another good, easy to read story with Zane and Connor, Jagger and Declan's friends.
Zane had a bad past, as did Connor, but Connor also suffers from physical issues and PTSD
caused by war and imprisonment. They managed to build a relationship, while other ghosts from
their pasts continued to create problems. The part near the ending kind of had a little much

squeezed into it. The action part was a little OTT. Also, in the course of the book, most problems
and issues were resolved a little too easily. There was some angst involved, at least. It was a nice
ending to the series, with a little peek into the future. For those who don't for, or who do, there are
quite a few sex scenes. If you've read the series, it should be no surprise. Looking forward to more
M/M from this author.

The book contained 325 pages or 3581 locations on my kindle. The book was about 2 men, Conner
and Zane. Zane was a 32 year old gay lawyer. Conner was a disabled, gay bartender and ex
military man. The book contained lots and lots of hot, hot, oral sex, anal sex and rimming. I liked the
Zane character. He was a guilt ridden, broken, lonely, protective man, who was afraid to trust, due
to the fact, that he had grown up in an abusive environment. The Conner character was ok. He was
a sweet, proud man, who lacked confidence. Overall a good read.

Sloane Kennedy has done it again with a great story in the wonderful series Barretti Security. Zane
is an attorney working his tail off to make partner. Unfortunately it means he has no life outside of
work. Zane meets Connor and his idea of no room for relationships gets thrown out. Zane looks
after Connor and tries to help him even though he has his own secrets and dull life before he met
Connor. They work to help each other and Barretti Security. This book is another must read as the
other 3 in the series and again all the characters in books 1 2 and 3 are here also so you get to see
how their lives are too. The epilogue brings this series to a full circle and I miss reading about them
as this is the last book in the series.

I am sad to see the Barretti stories end, but this final book has wrapped it all up nicely. I will always
have a soft spot for Conner, who gave up so much fighting for his country, and Zane, the man that
helps him feel whole. We get to see where all our favorite characters are, and how their families
have all grown. Thank you Sloane Kennedy for bringing these wonderful characters too life.

Sloane Kennedy made me fall in love with Zane and Conner. I finished reading this book a few days
ago, and I miss these guys. Zane and Conner are two kindred spirits who were destined to meet.
The guys may not know it at first, but the reader can sense they truly care for each other. Their
caring actions, and sensitivity toward one another is simply amazing. The history of each man is
filled with sadness and loss and abuse. It's hard to believe that they each persevered. Conner is
blessed with the best friends. They would do anything for him. Conner has a good heart, and he

deserves all the love that comes his way. Zane comes off as a rich, self absorbed jerk. But
underneath that rough exterior is a kind, caring, loving human being. He wasn't looking for love, but
found it, and learned to embrace it. The story takes many twists and turns. The sex scenes are hot,
but the story is so gripping, I wanted to get passed them and get back to the drama.

I haven't enjoyed four stories and characters like these in a long time. Love is love I don't care if its
man and woman or mam and man, these stories were heart warming, I laughed I cried and I
absolutely love the ending of this series. I will be reading this author a lot in the future.

Zane and Connor's story is sad mixed with happy and HEA ending. It was a very captivating read. I
loved the characters and their struggles. The sex was hot. The characters became more human as I
continued to read. Just a great reading experience you should not pass up.
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